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Abstract
After glvlng a brief introduction to Knowledge Engineerlng,
the s'tuat'on and characteristics of
Photogrammetry
and
Remote Sensing are examined, and
the possibilities
and
strategies
of
applying
Knowledge
Engineering
to
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing and developing varlous
expert systems are d;scussed, upon whlch a conclusion
may
be drawn that it's an lnevltable trend for Photogrammetry
and Remote Sensing to progress and develop from Analyt'cal
to Digital and Intelllgent.
1. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge Engineerlng(KE),whlch was ralsed for the flrst time by
Prof. Feigenbaum 1n Stanford Unlverslty
in the
lnternatlonal
conference on Artificial IntellIgence held in MIT \n 1977, \san
important fleld of Artlficial Intelltgence(AI).
Although
the
emergence of AI can gO back to the 19S0's/1,2/,the most successful
and act've branch of \t \s KE or Expert System(ES}, wh'ch has so
far the most extensive applicatlon.It is the creation of KE and ES
that made AI get rid of 'nvest\gatton into
puzzle-guess'ng
and
games-playing tn laboratories and
come 'nto practical
use In
englneerlng and other sclences/3,4,S/. So far KE has been applled
to all the important sciences created by man,such as Cartography,
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing,Medlcine, Agrlculture, Geology,
Meteorology,HydroL09y,Transportation,Mathemattcs,Phys\cs,Computer
Sclence,Education and Military Sc\ence/2/. It has been predicted
that the 21th century will surely be the golden t;mes for AI.
KE(ES) 1s suitable for solving these problems which can not be
accurately
descr\bed by mathematlcal
models (so called illstructure
problems).
Through simulation of
human thinking
processes KE puts human knowledge 'nto computers, which then solve
problems and answer Querles,reasonlng and proving by using this
knowledge/3/.
In fact, most of our tasks are not mathematical
ones. It is
Impossible or very dlfflcult to preclsely descrlbe them by
definite mathemat'cal models.People usually deal with th\s ktnd of
tasks,uslng the knowledge and experience in their brains. The same
is the situation In SurveyIng and Mapping.In a~d\t'on to the tasks
whlch can be descr\bed by mathematlcal models,there are also the
tasks which can not be described by mathemat\cal mo~els, e.9. map
comp\lation,map generallzatl0n,map use, image Quality assesment,
image interpretation and understanding,terraln analysis, blunder
detection,aerial triangulation,stereo-observation(lmage matching)
and so on.
ObviouslY,application of KE to Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing
has broad perspectIve.
The
direct~on
of development
of
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Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing is not only from Analytical
Dlgital,but also from Analytical to Digital and Intelligent.

to

In this paper the baste conceptions about KE
and
elementary
components of ES are explained. Then after an examination of the
state and c
actertsttcs
Photogrammetryand Remote Sensing,
t
poss\btlttfes and corresponding environments
of
developing
expert systems in Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing are discussed.
In the end we come to a conclusion that \t is definite for
ogrammetry and Remote Sensing to progress and develop
from
lyttcal to Digital and Intelligent.

2.

IONS OF KE AND

is an art which puts human intelligence into computers and
designs different kinds of expert systems which have the ability
of process\ng intelligent information. Therefore,KE \s defined as
a general term for expert systems 'n different spectal ftelds/1/.
Expert system is a computer software system which contains
the
knowledge and experience in one special field and, therefore,can
totally or partly replace the human specialists or experts to work
with the same or almost the same qual\ty. Accordtng to the state
(evidence or data) of a problem,expert system treats it cleverly
l1ke a human expert by using its understand\ng(knowledge) of the
problem, rather than works as conventional computer programs which
can only do t
manipulation seQuentlally and regularly according
to t
fl
algor'thm8/4/. The following \8 concerned w\th the
fu amental structure a
key problems of an expert system.
2. 1 t

Structure of an Expert System/21

general expert system consists of ftve parts: knowledge
base,
data base, tnference engine, interpretation module and knowledge
uta' on module(Fts.1),among which knowledge base and inference
engIne are the fwo key components whIch concern the basic problems
of KE,i.e. knowledgeacquisttion,knowledge representat'on, and use
or process\ng of knowledge.
Knowledge base \9 the storage of knowledge in a special
field.
There are two kinds of knowledge: one 1S the fact 1.e. common
knowledge and knowledge 1n ,textbooks; the other is the heur tst 1C
knowl~dge
'chis the expert's experience. Data base stores the
initial evtdence,tntermedtate results coming from reasontng, and
final results(facts). Inference engine is a set of
computer
,programs which control and co-ordlnate the operation of whole
systemftAccording to the input data,the eng;ne solves the present
problems byr~aSOn'n9 based on the knowledge in knowledge base in
some inference strategies. In ES the reasoning mechanism may be
forward reasontng or backward reason1ng,or the combination of them
,and it can also be dtst\ngu\shed into certa\n reason~ng and
uncertain reasoning. UncertaIn reasontng is very important and
re~a'ns to be an active investigation subject In ES.Interpretatton
module which consists of a set of computer programs \s an
'nterface between users and the system,the functions of which are
toexpLatn the reasoning results of the system, answer the users'
queries tn order to make users understand the reasoning processes,
learn from the system and maintain the system. Th\s module should
have some abtl'ty of understand'ng natural language.
Knowledge

'S

acquisition module's also called learning module,which
used to
modlfy and extend the knowledge base. There are three klnds of
knowledge acquis't\on methods:
Automatic method: the system automatically summarizes and
deduces experience and knowlegde from 'ts own pract'ce
and adds them to the knowledge base.
- Semi-a.utomatic method: the system finds out that there 1$
a requirement of modtfy'ng and adding knowledge,
and
'nforms human experts of these messages,upon wh\ch human
experts do the modlflcatlon and add;t;on.
- Manual method: the d'scovery of mistakes,the modlf~cat'on
of the knowledge base and addition of new knowledge are
completeLy done by human experts.
Through the cooperation between the experts in a special field
and knowledge engineers and the\r common efforts an eff\c\ent and
pract'cal expert system can only be built uP. The bu1ld'ng
and
completion of an expert system are value-added
processes. On
developing an expert system,first a simple and prlmary system 1s
set up,and then during the period of the debugg'ng and using, the
gradual ;mprovement and completl0n are needed,so that the system
can get better and grow.to be a perfect expert system, e.g.
the
famous PROSP!CTOR,which only had 3 models in its flrst year of
development,the second year S models,and by the end of the fourth
year was extended to 1S models, and has recently got new
development/7/.
user
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Flg.1 the structure of an expert system
Because the software of an expert system 1s usually very large,its
deslgn,maintenance and management are very signiflcant/B,9,1Q/,
which can be instructed by Software Eng'neer\ng/1Q,11/.If the data
base and knowledge base of an expert system are complicated, the
data base management system(DBMS) and knowledge base
management
system(KBMS) can be used for their maintenance and management
(Fig.1). If the KBMS \s not available, the DBMS can be used as an
alternative.
In a word, an expert system should be able to not only give the
authoritat've suggestions and advices of some spec'al field,
but
also,when necessary,expla'n its own act tons and answer the user's
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querles, in additl0n to the abll1ty of knowledge acquisltl0n.
2.2 The Toots for DeveloPlng Expert Systems!1,3!
There are two main tools: one 1S the language for the deslgn of AI
programs and the other is the special development tool.
There ex'st two main languages for AI programing: LISP and PROLOG.
With IISP the knowled~e can be represented as facts or procedures.
LISP was first designed by Prof. John McCarthy in MIT in the late
1950's. Since then it has developed rapidly and found wide
applicatlon,especlally in USA. PROLOG means programing in logic,
wh'ch began to be popular in Europe \n the 1970's. In 1982 Japan
declared that it took PROLOG as the nucle~r language for its fifth
generation of computers,wh\ch has drawn w\d~ attention to PROLOG
allover the world. PROLOG has a strong abil\ty of logic reasoning
,a program of whlch consists of three parts: facts, rules
and
queries. Of course, other programing languages(e.g. BASIC
and
FORTRAN} can also be used to construct expert systems.
So far a large var\ety of vers\ons of LISP and PROLOG
has
been
developed,and some of them can operate on micro-computers aLso.
Espec\atly 'n certa'n vers\ons of PROLOG, BASIC can be used as
well.
Using programing languages to develop expert syst~ms \s a b~g Job
and usually needs 5 to 10 years for one person to do it!3!.However
,if existing expert systems are used as spec\al tools,the build\ng
of expert systems witt be considerably slmpl\fied,which only takes
2 to 5 years for one person to fintsh. In thts case,what knowledge
englneers should do is just to put the knowledge 1n some special
f~etd \nt6 a cpmputer
by using a special tool, which can be
regarded as a general and normal KE tool, to form the knowLedge
base,and after de~ugging,an expert system ~s established!1,3!. The
expert systems wh\ch can be used as spec'al tools are EMYCIN,QPSS,
M1,KAS,EXPERT and so on!1,3!.
3. THE STATE AND CHARACTERISTItS OF PHOTOGRAMMETRY
The variations In the methods and devices of data acqu's't~on and
data processing have caused great changes \n Photogrammetry and
be
Remote Sensing, the_ direct motive power of which should
dedicated to the development and application of computer science,
and therefore we may say that Photogrammetry and Remote Senslng
have stepped ~nto a quite new age of computer-assisted automation
Qr s~ml-automatl0n.The theme of the symposlum,sponsored by Co.3 of
ISPRS and held tn Flnland in August of 1986,was from Analytical to
OJgital, which was cons\dered as the state and the development
direction of Photogrammetry and Remote Sens\ng!6!.
However,tf w~ look w.\d~r and further at today's Photogrammetry and
not difficult to find that they have the
Remote Sensing,it
fol.Lowing characteristics:
- Some of the tasks in Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing are
certaln and can be precisely descrlbed
by
mathematical
models. But many of them are indeed uncertaIn which
can
not be def'n'tely described by mathematical models,
and
human experts usually treat thls klnd of tasks through

'S
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their subjectIve judgements based on their own knowledge
a
experlence, e.g. the C lce
prope algorithms when
doing 'mage enhancement a
segmentation.
- A variety
space sensors provides us with a lot
image
inf~rmatton.
'ously we are far away from the full
process'ng, develop'ng and us'ng of thIs 'nformatlon at
present, and most
it is lost. Most
the eXlsting
geographical
information
systems(GIS) acqulre
their
spatial \nformation from maps,whlch takes a lot of manual
labour. The storage cost \s very high for an 'mage data
base and tt Is not appl'cation-ortented on the other hand.
The workable way 1S to use the data comlns from
space
sensors dlrectly as an information source
GIS
and
lntegrate lmage processlng system a
GIS together. It is
an important lnvestlgation field to make Photogrammetry
and Remote Senslng to be integrated with GIS, to which a
lot.
attentl0n
s been pald and many ach\evements have
been made as welt/13,14,15,16/. Also,the lntesrati0n here
needs to deal with knowledge processing.
- In thelr practice photogrammetrists are usually
just
satisfied with the pr~mary process'ng
or'gtnal data,
e.g. interpolation
M,contouriog and pr uct\on
of
orthophotoa,rather than store and manage the data and the
final results tn an e flcient way or use t m as an
tnformation source
GIS directly. On the other hand, tn
the operatl0n process
a system,the operator or system
itself may extract some knowledge,expertence and le~sons,
which are obviously used insufficiently.
The comprehensive processing and us;ng of several kinds of complex
data are 1n close connectlon w\th knowl ge and experience,and now
~eare confronted
wlth the tasks of appllcat ion of KE
1n
Photogrammetry and Remote
sing At present,the research in this
asp e c tin c l udes map 9 e nera L 1z a t 10 n I 31 , a e rot r ; a n9 ut a't
an d 9 r 0 S s
error detect 10n/18,19/, image matching and computer vlstonI44, image
lnterpretatl0n and u erstandlng,a
knowLedge-based geographical
information systemsl I.
ICATION

4.
4 .. 1

Appllcation

T

D

E SENSING

sSlbllities

- A knowl se-based D
interpolat'on system
First a knowledge base should
bUllt uP. Under a particular
standard
accuracy,determlne t
relat\onshlPs among
terraln
classif\catlons,sampling 'ntervals a
'nterpolat'on algorithms
(j.e. weight functions), and then put them lnto the computer
(knowledge base) as knowledge.
When sampL 9 a topographic surface,the system first does
the
terraln analysis and gives the cLasslflcatton of the surface and
the susgest'ons about sampl'ns,accord'ng to wh'ch sampL'ng is
done. This process may be repeated severaL times untiL
a
satisfactory result 1s reached. When interpolatlng DEM,according
to the variatl0n of classlficati0ns the system
automatically
determines the corresponding algorlthms by reasoning. The system
should be able to explain 'ts own reasoning process and, when
meeting w\th d'fficult'es, suggest
'fy'ng
and
add'ng

knowledge.
Here there ex\st two problems: one's the reason'ng mechanism
and the other is the problem of the standard of accuracy, the
method of.terra'n ctass'f~cat'on, the choice of the
proper
interpolation algorithms and the relations between them. Since
the 1970's a lot of investigation into the latter has been made
and many papers have been presented to the 14th and
15th
congresses of ISPRS and the symposium ~n Finland. It seems that
a set of feature ~actors may be used to cl~ssify
terrain
surfaces descr\ptively. There must be some correlat\on~ between
classlflcatl0ns t.o some extent, therefore fuzzy classlflcatlon
and uncerta'n inference are inev'table.
- Computer v\s'on/41
There are two possible ways: the image match'ng algorithm based
on search strategte~ for AI and the matching algorithm based on
the vts\on theory presented by Prof. Marr.
- Automatlc and knowledge-based contourlng
In photo~rammetr'c mapp'ng,accord'ng to the mapping
standards
operators
usually
contour
stereo-models by
using their
geomorpholog\cal knowledge and mapping knowledge and experience.
If these knowledge and experience, formal\zed and stored 'n a
computer, are used to
guide
contouring
from DEM,
the
representatlon of terrain features will be lmproved much better.
- Knowledge-based automatIc \mage interpretation system
Th's' system
contains five parts: 1) knowledge-based
image
enhancement, edge detect'on, area segmentation and
feature
abstract'on: 2) the knowledge base for automattc interpretation,
class~f'cat'on and understand'ng: 3) the selection of
'nference
mechanism; 4) the interface between the computer and users
and
natural language understanding: 5) knowledge acqu\s\t\on. The
f\rst part is to process the original images and abstract
information as data, which after 'ntegrat'on with
other
informatl0n are used as the initlal state of the data base to
motivate the system.
- A knowledge-based GIS
It's believed that the following 'ntell'gent processes w'll be
included 1n the next generation of Earth science information
systems/T7/: data management(tntelltgent data base management
and intell'gent data ingest) and spatIal pattern understanding
(image understanding
and
intelligent
feature
detect'on,
identification and classification).
A knowledge-based geographic information system 1S characterized
by the combination of data processing and knowledge processing
and the ab~tity of reason'ng,natural language understand'ng and
knowledge acquisition.
- A GIS-based advice and decision-making expert system
An existing geographic information system 1s used as the data
base,and the geographic knowledge,the algorithms and knowledge
for dectslon-maklng and the procedures concerned are put into a
computer to construct the knowledge base. On usIng the system,
users query it and get the\r answers from it.
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Future adv'ce and dec's\on-making expert systems w'tl be ones
based on several information systems coming
from
different
profess'onal flelds,the development of which largely depends on
that of local computer network techniques, distributed computer
systems and the correspondIng parallel algor;thms.
- A knowledge-based expert system for automat'c map general\zat\on
The rules and standards for map generalization and the
human
ex-perts' experience about map generallzatl0n are formalized, and
then'trtlt ~:nto the knowledge base.In order to store maps,a system
of thts k\nd should be support~d~by a relat\onal data base or a
GIS. Al so; t 1s ne c e s sa r y t 0 de a l w1t hun c e r tal n rea son lng In
thls case .
- Blunder detection and aerotriangulation/1B,191
4.2 The Development Environments
In o~der to develop an expert system \n Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing,the computer sClentists and experts in Photogrammetry and
Remote Senslng should cooperate closely and the programming
languages or the special tools should be able to deal wlth both
data and knowledge, for example in its programs PROLOG should be
able to use FORTRAN or other advanced languages wh\ch are suitable
for numerical calculations. If a ready-made special tool, the
knowledge representation and reasoning mechanism of wh'ch should
be fit for the particular field, or a ready-made natural language
understanding system Is empLoyed,the period of time for bu'lding
an expert system 'n this field will be greatly reduced.
In this
case 2 or 3 persons can establlsh an expert system 1n 2 or 3
years.
Concerning
the environments of computers and system deslgn,
micro-computers can be used to develop small systems or make the
workable research for large systems, and middle or m\n'-computres
are suitable for the development of middle or large systems. For
large software systems the so called software crlsis also exists
in Photogrammetry and Remote Senslng,whlch means that systems are
$0 large that i t ' s very dlff\cult to control and manage them!11!.
Software Engineering is needed for the\r des'gn and development,
because the software systems in KE are usually very large
and complicated/B,11/.

s.

CONCLUSION

It has been suggested that the measure of maturlty of
a
civilizatton could be gauge( by the amount of lnformat\on and
knowledge that it generates, but 1t laoks a most important
consideration which 1s the effective use of
this generated
informat\on and knowledge. Thus,the real measure is not only how
much information and knowledge are being generated, but how well
they are being organized, managed and consequently used/17/,
which is very closely related with human knowledge and exper'ence.
In the Earth science,more and more people have come to realize the
importanGe of knowledge processing, and pointed out that it;s
because of the lack of the relat ive knowledge that, some problems
remain to be difficult to treat. In the conference of Spatlal
Information Technologies for Remote Sensing Today and Tomorrow,
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many scholars have discussed the potent~al appl'cat'on of KE in
Photogrammetry and Remote Senslng/13,17/. And 1n the conference of
Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Photogrammetr~e
und
Fernerkundung
Cdarmstadt,March,198S) and the conference of ASPRSCMarch,1986),the
lmportance of AI and KE has been emphas'zed and
their
brlght
future of broad application has been shown. Therefore, instead of
the not very correct cons;deration of Photogrammetry and
Remote
Sensing development from Analytlcal to Digltal,we should say that
they are developing from Analytical to Digital and Intelligent,
whfch has become a definite and 'rreversible trend.
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